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Executive Summary 
 

Kudler Foods is a popular San Diego area gourmet food store with strong 

revenues. Past plans for strategic growth included store expansion and online sales, yet 

with the 2008-2009 economic recession, Kudler found itself short of financial reserves 

and having to abandon those plans.  

Kudler’s main goal has always been to expand the company and increase 

revenues and profits. Not only is Kudler a popular venue, but a gourmet store of its 

caliber is in high demand. Several alternatives were considered and the catering 

division is at a prime time to be implemented at Kudler. Not only are customers 

demanding this service, but the division will be easy to implement with little financial 

risk. Revenue forecast has been analyzed at over $2.4 million by year 2015 with 

41.71% profit margin. The catering division’s revenue will increase Kudler Food’s overall 

revenue by 10% or more with little to no financial risk and increase profit margins.  

Company Background 
 

Kathy Kudler established Kudler Fine Foods in 1998 to fulfill a need for a 

completely stocked gourmet food store in her La Jolla neighborhood. Kudler Foods 

specializes in quality organic bakery items, produce, cheese and dairy, meats, and 

wine. She currently owns three stores in the San Diego area and because of the recent 

economic recession, has no plans to open more stores. Kathy has hired skilled 

employees and bought expensive technology to assist her in the inventory ordering 

process.  

Kathy is currently looking for moderately inexpensive ways to experience 

company growth. She has looked at a number of alternatives and since catering has 
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been in great demand, she would like to pursue catering gourmet foods on a higher 

scale.   

Financial Statements – 2003 to 2009 

The consolidated income statement shows increases of net income from 

$676,795 in year 2003 to $2,586,215 in year 2009. The entrance of the recession at the 

end of December 2007 impacted net income in fiscal year 2008, dropping forty four 

percent from year 2007.  

Kudler Foods operating expenses were based on business growth rate and 

economic conditions, human resource policies, sales and marketing plan, fixed assets 

schedules, and business vendor lease agreements.  Business growth rates drive 

interest, bank charges, and bonuses, so operating expenses fluctuated every year. For 

example, operating expenses were lower in the second half of 2008 through 2009 due 

to this time period’s economic downturn when Kudler cut operating expenses. However, 

debt was high due to economy recession causing credit card delinquencies. The labor 

costs were based on company guidelines, which annual merit ranges from 3% to 5%. 

Advertising expenses were increased to support marketing initiatives. Depreciation and 

amortization expenses were based on company fixed asset capitalization schedules.  

Lastly, office lease, business contracts and licenses were based on vendor contract 

agreements.  

(See Appendix A for Past Income Statement - 2003 to 2009) 

Future Growth – 2010 to 2015 

Kudler Foods financial forecasting creates direction regarding potential actions 

and alternatives. Considering the economic recovery and Kudler’s sustained positive 
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growth during the recession, Kudler expects revenues to grow approximately 9% each 

year over the next five years.  

(See Appendix B for future forecast - 2010 to 2015)  

Mission 

Kudler Fine Foods is committed to providing the finest organic gourmet foods, 

wines and preparation assistance available to give San Diego area fine foods lovers 

access to culinary feasts. Kudler strives for a high level of customer satisfaction; values 

high quality products; cares for the community and environment, and specializes in 

organic products. 

Vision 

Kudler Fine Foods houses the finest organic meats, produce, cheese, pastries, 

and wine to create a cultivated dining experience for our customer’s enjoyment.  

Values statements 

Kudler Fine Foods offers the highest quality gourmet and organic products 

available on the market today. We seek out produce and meat from local organic 

farmers, and we search nationally and internationally for the finest gourmet products 

available. We carefully evaluate each product we sell. We use only the purest 

ingredients possible in our baked goods and use no preservatives.  

We create an inviting store environment where customers love shopping for their 

culinary adventures. Kudler is committed to the satisfaction and shopping pleasure of 

our customers. Our employees are friendly and helpful experts in the gourmet foods 

industry. We are willing and able to make each customer’s experience an exceptional 

one.  
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Kudler is committed to supporting an enjoyable and rewarding work environment 

for our employees. Employees are offered educational opportunities and empowered to 

succeed to their potential. Employees are awarded for exceptional productivity with 

bonuses, pay raises, and food discounts.  

Kudler cares about our community and the environment. We participate in the 

local food bank by offering our day-old perishables to less fortunate families. We 

support local events and non-profit groups. Our active support of organic farming helps 

protect our planet.  

Kudler is committed to sustaining excellent relationships with our suppliers. We 

meet with each supplier quarterly to insure the working relationship is beneficial to both 

parties. 

Overall, Kudler is dedicated to the satisfaction and happiness of each and every 

stakeholder who invests their time and/or money with our company.  

Environmental Scan 
 

External environment 

Remote Factors 

 Economic downturn has not affected Kudler’s customers who are not price 

conscious. 

 Social factors of Kudler’s upper class customers show they are particular about 

food. They value gourmet and are willing to pay higher prices.  

 Kudler can keep abreast of technological factors by buying state-of-the-art cash 

registers and automated inventory control systems.  

 Ecological factors are important at Kudler. Pollution affects quality of food and 
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Kudler uses quality organic products. If there is a difficult season, supply may go 

down.  

Industry Factors 

Kudler attracts discriminating gourmet cooks, carrying organic foods and gourmet 

utensils. Industry environment involves indirect competition.  

 Major supermarkets order high quality organic meats, yet there is no gourmet 

focus.  

 Trader Joes and Whole Foods cater to the health and price conscious shopper. 

Kudler focuses on high class cooking.   

 International markets have special ingredients, yet lack the tools, expertise and 

service found at Kudler.  

 Jonathan’s Market is similar to Kudler, yet focused on their restaurant and wine, 

not gourmet cooking. They have limited selections. 

 The Kitchen Witch has tools and holds classes, but no food.  

 Harvest Ranch Market carries organic foods, wine and deli. They have high 

prices and lack services such as catering and classes.  

 Cardiff Seaside Market is Kudler’s largest threat, focusing on gourmet market 

and offering quality produce, meats, and catering. They have no plans for store 

expansion.   

 There are no new entries to industry. If current companies expand in areas they 

now lack, they could easily create a threat to Kudler’s customer base.  

Operating environment 

 Several operational factors influence Kudler Foods’ competitive situation.  
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 Kudler’s customers are loyal and repeat customers; upper class families who 

desire and can afford quality foods and products.  

 Kudler’s buyers and suppliers are top notch companies with quality products. If 

they change their prices, or have shortages, it could cause concern for Kudler. 

 Kudler’s creditor is a national bank that has worked with company for years.  

 Kudler has access to quality and educated people in labor market. People enjoy 

working for company, yet want competitive wages.   

Internal Environment  

SWOT Analysis 

STRENGTHS  WEAKNESSES  

1. All inclusive store with large selection 

2. Excellent customer service  

3. Quality and experienced staff 

4. Loyal and repeat customers 

5. Cooking classes have high satisfaction 

ratings 

6. Revenues are steady 

7. Quality organic products 

 

 

1. High level of perishable goods  

2. High pay-roll  

3. Small management team overloaded with 

excessive responsibilities  

4. Cannot afford previous store expansion 

plans  

5. Del Mar location is not doing well 

6. Customers do not often know how to use 

gourmet products  

 

OPPORTUNITIES  THREATS  

1. Gourmet catering needs are growing in 

the San Diego area 

1. Stores with similar concepts may decide 

to specialize in areas they lack in order to 
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2. More gourmet stores are desired in 

California  

3. More people in the San Diego area are 

wanting to eat fine foods at home instead of 

out in restaurants  

4. Competitors are retiring and may want to 

be bought out 

 

compete with Kudler – and can easily do so 

2. A declining economy will mean lower 

revenues  

 

SWOT analyzes a company’s operating conditions, yet does not focus on the 

most important aspects.  

Value Chain Analysis 

Kudler can use the value chain to analyze specific activities by focusing on the 

sequence of interrelated value-creating activities. Value chain analysis (Porter, 1985) 

divides Kudler’s most critical activities into primary and secondary activities. A detailed 

evaluation of the firm’s internal strengths and weaknesses and how they are interrelated 

is created and this determines Kudler’s competitive advantage.  

Primary activities critical to buyer’s satisfaction and market success at Kudler 

focus on operations and service. Operations activities provide acquisition and physical 

creation of products; giving customer access to products that make a gourmet meal. 

Service activities maintain and enhance product’s value.  

Support activities focus on product procurement and staff employment, which 

allows primary activities to happen ongoingly. Kudler employs people proficient to 

educate customers on creating a fine meal. Support activities may be seen as 
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“overhead”, but Kudler uses them to develop a competitive edge.  

Support positions create value that exceeds costs because they result in repeat 

customers and word-of-mouth advertising. Customers are pleased with Kudler Foods 

because of its support activities. Products and employees are what create a competitive 

advantage by using value chain analysis. SWOT analysis does not point to these 

strengths adequately.  

Possible Individual Growth Strategies 
 
 Kathy considered five possible areas of growth for Kudler Foods.  

Market Development, Hosting In-store Parties 

Marketing development strategy involves positioning products that cater to a 

specific group in the market, or a “market niche”. Kudler Fine Foods is gourmet grocery 

store that services a specific group of customers by providing “a wide selection of the 

freshest ingredients as well as all of the tools for a gourmet cook… with reasonable 

prices” (Kudler, 2003).   

One market development strategy involves hosting store parties to show 

customers how to prepare specialty foods. By offering cooking classes, tools, and fully 

cooked meals, Kudler will attract customers and increase revenue. The risk involves 

customers not recognizing a benefit for gourmet food or services, which will result in 

financial loss. If customers are interested in classes, and learn how to cook gourmet, 

business will run successfully and be profitable. Choosing a right location, performing 

demographic marketing research, and conducting customer survey can reduce the risk.   

Market Development, Commercial Web Site 

Another way Kudler Foods can take their products to new markets is through the 
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development of their website into a revenue driven product sales site. Kudler can focus 

on driving visitors to their website and selling products to bring their products to new 

markets. They can ship non-perishable items to customers all around the world along 

with recipes to create gourmet meals. Not only will they create more awareness for 

Kudler Foods in the San Diego area, but they can sell products internationally.  

Concentrated Growth 

 Kudler will be able to through a concentrated growth strategy. A gourmet grocery 

store has limited potential customers based on geographical location to the store. 

Kudler can focus efforts on dominating customer penetration levels and growing market 

share. By focusing efforts on improved service and providing products requested by 

existing customers, Kudler can grow revenue through concentrated growth.  It is critical 

that Kudler differentiate their offer of products and services from the larger chain 

grocery stores. Where the chain stores like Lucky and Vons, offer a wider product line, 

Kudler must accentuate their wide variety of gourmet foods.  

One potential risk to Kudler’s concentrated growth would be to become 

complacent with product offerings. Food and health trends can affect what products are 

sought by a high-end buyer. This risk can be mitigated by listening to the customer’s 

product needs.  

Product Development - Catering 

Kudler can expand business through product development strategies which take 

their existing products to new markets. Because exposure is limited to three stores in 

the San Diego area, Kudler needs to be creative in expanding market awareness. Costs 

for these endeavors are manageable, so risk is small.  
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One way Kudler Foods can expand their products to new markets is through 

developing their catering business to San Diego area clientele. Through exposure at 

catering events, parties and trade shows, Kudler Foods will become better known as the 

“go to” place where people can create their own gourmet meals.  

Strategic Alliance 

Kudler Fine Foods can expand business through strategic alliances with 

suppliers to get the best prices on diverse products. If Kudler can reach agreements 

with suppliers to maintain low prices but guarantee purchases, both parties will benefit. 

The advantage to Kudler is to save on the cost of products which creates a higher profit 

margin. The advantage to suppliers is they have guaranteed sales revenue which helps 

them forecast their own future growth.  

 Creating alliances with others is a low cost, low risk strategy that creates 

complementary resources and capabilities, enabling participants to grow and expand 

quickly and efficiently. This strategy is used by many expanding businesses to grow 

faster because they save time and boost productivity, building their company with an 

ongoing revenue stream. 

Vertical Integrations 

Vertical integration might be suitable to Kudler Fine Foods. Vertical integration 

refers to companies in a supply chain that are united through a common owner; each 

member of the supply chain produces a different product or market specific, and the 

products combine to satisfy a common need. Vertical integration strategies can aim at 

full integration or partial integration (Thompson, 1996, p.143). 

In the case of Kudler, partial integration might be appropriate. Integrating 
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backward will generates cost savings for Kudler. Backward integration is most 

advantageous when suppliers have sizeable profit margins and the item being supplied 

is a major component. Kudler can accomplish vertical integration by starting it own 

operations, such as growing their own fresh vegetables and fruits or by acquiring a 

company already performing the activities it wants to bring in-house.  Kudler might 

consider purchasing the company that supplies their pastry products. 

Backward integration can also spare Kudler the uncertainty of being dependent 

on suppliers of essential products and can lessen Kudler’s vulnerability to dominant 

suppliers who raise prices to gain their own profits. Kudler will need to allocate a 

substantial amount of financial resources in order to fund this strategy. Dipping into 

company savings or borrowing from the bank based on collateral of Kudler Fine Foods 

may be possibilities, though this alternative does carry a larger amount of financial risk 

than others.  

Recommended Alternative: Product Development - Catering 

Today’s food market is highly competitive, saturated and dynamic, so Kudler 

must identify the best business strategy to be successful in anticipating changing 

market conditions and consumer’s fickle food demands in order to maintain a profitable 

business (International Business Times, 2010). 

The most appropriate strategy for Kudler would be product development through 

catering. Not only will a catering division create marketing opportunities for Kudler at 

catering events, but Kudler can market the service through its three stores. 

 Starting a catering division will be inexpensive, because each event pays for 

itself. The catering events Kathy Kudler has already arranged have been very popular, 
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and customers continuously ask for her assistance in arranging catered trade events, 

weddings, corporate meetings, and parties. She believes this endeavor will be popular 

and expand quickly.  

Implementation Plan 

Work Breakdown Structure 

A work breakdown structure helps break down the many tasks that need to be 

accomplished into action items easily understood and then organized; it is a list of all 

tasks, activities and milestones that enable Kudler to achieve their objectives. A work 

breakdown structure helps the project members understand how to deliver the product 

effectively as well as effectively control the flow of the project.  

Following is a work breakdown structure to effectively organize the preparation 

and delivery of a catered event. Most events will take one month to plan. When an 

event is scheduled many months in advance, Kudler will make preliminary decisions 

regarding menu selection and pricing, and keep the event information in a project file 

until more action items are due. The final deadline, of course, is the event.  

The main objective (Level 1) of the work breakdown structure will be fulfilling the 

objective of organizing and executing a successful catering event. According to 

company surveys, most events will average 200 people and cost around $13,000.  

Functional Tactics and Resource Allocation (Level 2) involve determining what 

needs to be done and who will do it. Functional tasks include: 1. Planning and 

supervision, 2. Planning and execution of meal, 3. Secure and organize event location, 

4. Secure equipment, and schedule of staff.  

Action Items (Level 3) are specific items that need to be accomplished in order 
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for the catering event to proceed successfully. Action items include: 1. Planning and 

Supervision – Planning, Budget and Coordination; 2. Meal Preparation and Delivery – 

Guest List Count, Menu, Items List, Order items, Cooking and Serving; 3. Room and 

Equipment – Secure Location/Room, Tables/Chairs, Settings/Utensils, Decorations, 

Equipment, Cooking Pans, Etc.; and 4. Staff – Supervisor: Shopper/Food 

Ordering/Coordinator, Cook, Host/Server; and 5. Cleanup.  

(See Appendix C for a full work breakdown structure) 

Milestones/Deadlines 

A typical event takes a one month minimum of planning from meeting with 

customer to execution of event. Several events planning schedules will overlap and 

need to closely be monitored. Objectives, action items, and tasks need to be complete 

by their individual deadlines.  

The milestones are placeholders at the end of each week that state which tasks 

need to be complete in order to move forward to the next week. Tasks such as menu 

choices, contract signature, ordering items, arrival of food and equipment, preparation 

for event, and actual event are examples of milestones.  

(See Appendix D for an Event Planning Gantt Chart) 

Key Success Factors 

Cash Budget 

When a catering customer signs a contract, they pay Kudler Foods 50% deposit 

of the event cost. This money pays for the food Kudler will buy wholesale.  

Since Kathy has been a long-time and dependable bank customer for over a 

decade, she has access to a small $5,000 bank loan for company needs. If funds are 
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needed, she will pay back an outstanding balance to the bank at the end of the event, 

plus pay her staff for their services. Her remaining profit will be allocated to her catering 

division for future events.  

Cost of food 

The least expensive priced menu for 200 people would include a chicken piccata 

dinner with red potatoes, vegetable dish, salad, wine, dessert, coffee and tea and costs 

Kudler Foods approximately $4,100 for this menu. Prices to the customer are retailed as 

double the cost to Kudler Foods, so a menu of this caliber costs $8,200 or $41 per 

person for a party of 200 people. Surveys conducted at Kudler Foods, however, shows 

that people want more exotic foods such as venison, buffalo, quail and pheasant for 

their catered events along with fancy desserts and international coffees, teas and wines. 

These prices are much more costly and dinners will cost the client approximately 

$15,000 to $20,000 for 200 people. Competitive rates average between $30 to $100 per 

person in the San Diego area for a party of 200 people, so Kudler can count on being 

paid an average of $60 per person or $12,000 per party for the food served.  

(See Appendix E for a Sample menu of $41 per person for 200 people)  

Staff Wages 

A staff of one supervisor, one cook and two hosts/servers will be paid a minimum 

of $950 total for an event that serves 200 people. Since a staff of this size can manage 

six or seven events per month, Kathy will hire an additional event staff when this staff is 

close to capacity. The staff wages of $1000 per event are added to the food service 

price.  

(See Appendix F for Labor Breakdown)  
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Forecasted Financials 

As part of Kudler Foods plans to officially launch the catering business division, 

they have started an aggressive advertising campaign in each store, newspapers, 

online, trade magazines, and through direct mail invitations to frequent customers.  

Kudler’s conservative goal is to secure ten events per month for a price tag of 

$13,000 per event, totaling over $130,000 per month. Since the service is already 

popular, the company anticipates quickly meeting their goals over the first eighteen 

months and by the beginning of 2012 will experience market growth of 9% per year. 

Additional costs incurred are freight charges to get the food shipped to Kudler and 

revenue adjustments to the event itself.  

Kathy’s plan is to have two catering supervisors, two cooks and four servers who 

will dedicate their time to create each event, focusing on the growth of the catering 

business. Kudler Foods is popular in the San Diego area, and with the economy 

improving, Kathy plans to keep her catering staff very busy servicing weddings, 

corporate meetings and public events.  

(See Appendix G for Catering Division Financial Forecast) 

Risk Management and Contingency Plan 

Change of location 

Secure location with customer. Identify a backup location in case first location is 

not available.  

Change of staff 

Staff member might be sick or unable to work at event. Secure backup cook and 

servers for standby.  
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Menu items cannot be acquired 

When creating menu with customer, Kudler Foods needs to communicate that 

certain items may be out of season or unavailable for the event. Create a backup menu 

in case this happens, and communicate with customer when ordering items that will be 

served at event.  

Tables, decorations, incidentals cannot be acquired 

Have backup company on reserve to make sure all equipment is available. 

Check to see if customer will supply tables and decorations. This will lower their cost if 

so.  

Secure contract between customer and Kudler Foods 

A contract protects both the customer to insure delivery of catered event, as well 

as Kudler Foods for proper payment of said event.  
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Appendix A – Past Income Statements 2003-2009 

 

  

12/31/2003 12/31/2004 12/31/2005 12/31/2006 12/31/2007 12/31/2008 12/31/2009

Kudler's Growth Rate >>>> 1.00                  1.14                  1.08                  1.11                  1.11                  0.813                1.10                  

Revenue 

Gross Sales 10,804,000$   12,316,560$   13,301,885$   14,765,092$   16,330,192$   13,276,446$   14,617,367$   

 Less:  Sales Returns and 

Allowances 7,800$            8,100$            8,748$            8,600$            11,790$          9,585$            10,553$          

Net Sales 10,796,200$   12,308,460$   13,293,137$   14,756,492$   16,318,402$   13,266,861$   14,606,814$   

Cost of Goods Sold:

Beginning Inventory 467,890$        533,395$        576,067$        639,433$        707,213$        574,964$        633,036$        

Add:

     Purchases 3,752,891$     4,278,296$     4,620,560$     5,128,821$     5,672,476$     4,611,723$     5,077,507$     

     Freight-in 165,010$        188,111$        230,467$        235,127$        328,770$        112,573$        360,531$        

     Direct Labor 3,769,591$     3,958,071$     4,155,974$     4,363,773$     4,581,961$     4,542,442$     3,894,667$     

     Indirect Expenses 748,539$        853,334$        921,601$        1,022,977$     1,131,413$     919,839$        1,012,742$     

8,903,921$     9,811,207$     10,504,668$   11,390,131$   12,421,833$   10,761,541$   10,978,483$   

Less:  Ending Inventory 429,090$        489,163$        528,296$        586,408$        648,567$        369,100$        580,541$        

Cost of Goods Sold 8,474,831$     9,322,044$     9,976,372$     10,803,723$   11,773,266$   10,392,441$   10,397,942$   

Gross Profit (Loss) 2,321,369$     2,986,416$     3,316,765$     3,952,769$     4,545,136$     2,874,420$     4,208,872$     

Expenses:

Wages 725,650$        747,420$        769,842$        796,787$        796,787$        533,847$        534,915$        

Bonuses 65,000$          70,200$          65,988$          66,648$          65,988$          -$                29,695$          

Advertising 263,000$        344,820$        372,406$        413,370$        457,187$        331,693$        365,194$        

Amortization 2,700$            2,700$            2,700$            2,700$            2,700$            2,700$            2,700$            

Depreciation 27,750$          32,300$          39,800$          42,150$          43,200$          41,250$          42,330$          

Office Lease 63,000$          64,100$          64,150$          65,200$          67,100$          68,000$          68,280$          

Business Licenses 11,700$          12,100$          12,700$          13,100$          13,100$          13,000$          13,200$          

Business Contracts 174,500$        175,000$        175,300$        175,500$        175,800$        175,800$        175,800$        

Insurance 65,000$          66,000$          67,300$          68,600$          71,100$          72,300$          74,300$          

Interest 63,768$          72,696$          78,511$          87,147$          96,385$          78,361$          86,275$          

Bank Charges 19,383$          22,154$          23,894$          26,569$          29,303$          10,743$          11,885$          

Bad Debts 2,300$            2,622$            2,832$            3,143$            3,476$            17,826$          29,627$          

Operating Expenses 88,208$          100,557$        108,602$        120,548$        133,326$        108,394$        119,342$        

Dues and Subscriptions 61,560$          61,868$          62,052$          67,408$          67,654$          53,557$          60,944$          

Charitable Contributions 5,000$            5,700$            6,156$            6,833$            7,557$            1,200$            1,200$            

Miscellaneous 13,900$          14,500$          14,760$          15,100$          13,785$          11,670$          13,200$          

Total Expenses 1,652,419$     1,794,736$     1,866,993$     1,970,803$     2,044,450$     1,520,342$     1,628,887$     

Net Operating Income 668,950$        1,191,680$     1,449,772$     1,981,966$     2,500,686$     1,354,078$     2,579,985$     

Other Income:

Gain(Loss)on Sales of Assets -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                

Interest Income 7,845$            -$                6,750$            6,230$            (65,000)$         5,310$            6,230$            

Restructuring Cost

Net Gain/Loss 7,845$            -$                6,750$            6,230$            (65,000)$         5,310$            6,230$            

Net Income (Loss) - $ 676,795$        1,191,680$     1,456,522$     1,988,196$     2,435,686$     1,359,388$     2,586,215$     

Net Income (Loss) - % of Rev 6.3% 9.7% 10.9% 13.5% 14.9% 10.2% 17.7%

Kudler Fine Foods
     Consolidated Income Statement
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Appendix B – Future Forecast of Kudler Foods 

 

  

Kudler Fine Foods

     Consolidated Income Statement

12/31/2009 12/31/2010 12/31/2011 12/31/2012 12/31/2013 12/31/2014

Kudler's Growth Rate>>>> 1.104 1.109 1.109 1.109 1.109 1.109

Revenue

     Gross Sales 14,617,367$  16,210,660$  17,977,622$  19,937,183$  22,110,336$  24,520,362$  

     Less: Sales returns and allowances 10,553$            12,979$            14,394$            15,963$            17,702$            19,632$            

     Net Sales 14,606,814$  16,197,681$  17,963,228$  19,921,220$  22,092,633$  24,500,730$  

Cost of Goods Sold:

Beginning Inventory 633,036$         702,037$         778,559$         863,422$         957,535$         1,061,906$     

Add:

     Purchases 5,077,507$     5,630,955$     6,244,729$     6,925,405$     7,680,274$     8,517,424$     

     Freight-In 360,531$         399,829$         443,410$         491,742$         545,342$         604,784$         

     Direct Labor 3,894,667$     4,089,400$     4,293,870$     4,508,564$     4,733,992$     4,970,692$     

     Indirect Expenses 1,012,742$     1,123,131$     1,245,552$     1,381,317$     1,531,881$     1,698,856$     

Total 10,978,483$  11,243,315$  12,227,562$  13,307,028$  15,449,024$  16,853,662$  

Less: Ending Inventory 580,541 643,820            713,996            791,822            878,131            973,847            

Cost of Goods Sold 10,397,942 10,599,495     11,513,566     12,515,206     14,570,893     15,879,815     

Gross Profit (Loss) 4,208,872 5,598,186 6,449,663 7,406,014 7,521,740 8,620,915

Expenses

Wages 534,915 550,962            567,491            584,516            602,052            620,113            

Bonuses 29,695 32,932               36,521               40,502               44,917               49,813               

Advertising 365,194 405,000            449,145            498,102            552,395            612,606            

Amortization 2,700 2,700                  2,700                  2,700                  2,700                  2,700                  

Depreciation 42,330 43,330               44,330               45,330               46,330               47,330               

Office Lease 68,280 69,000               70,000               71,000               72,000               73,000               

Business Licenses 13,200 13,200               13,200               13,200               13,200               13,300               

Business Contracts 175,800 175,800            175,800            175,800            175,800            175,800            

Insurance 74,300 76,000               77,500               79,000               80,500               82,000               

Interest 86,275 95,679               106,108            117,674            130,500            144,725            

Bank Charges 11,885 13,180               14,617               16,210               17,977               19,937               

Bad Debts 29,627 32,856               36,438               40,409               44,814               49,699               

Operating Expenses 119,342 132,350            146,776            162,775            180,518            200,194            

Dues and Subscriptions 60,944 61,249               61,555               61,863               62,172               62,483               

Charitible Contributions 1,200 1,331                  1,476                  1,637                  1,815                  2,013                  

Miscellaneous 13,200 14,639               16,234               18,004               19,966               22,143               

Total Expenses 1,628,887 1,720,209        1,819,892        1,928,722        2,047,656        2,177,855        

Net Operating Income 2,579,985 3,877,977        4,629,770        5,477,292        5,474,084        6,443,060        

Profit Margin 17.66% 23.94% 25.77% 27.49% 24.78% 26.30%
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Appendix C – Work Breakdown Structure 

Main Objective – Level 1 

 To organize and execute a successful and profitable catering job for a 

San Diego graduation party of 200 people.  

Functional Tactics and Resource Allocation – Level 2 

 Planning and supervision – Kathy Kudler 

 Planning and execution of meal – Kathy and Cook 

 Secure and organize event location – Kathy and Hosts/Servers 

 Equipment - Kathy 

 Staff – Kathy, Cook, Hosts/Servers 
Action Items - Level 3 

Planning and Supervision - Kathy 

 Planning 

 Budget 

 Coordination 
Meal Preparation and Delivery – Kathy and Cook 

 Guest List Count 

 Menu 

 Items List 

 Order items 

 Cooking 

 Serving 
Room and Equipment – Kathy and Hosts/Servers 

 Secure Location/Room 

 Tables/Chairs 

 Settings/Utensils 

 Decorations 

 Equipment, Cooking Pans, Etc. 
Staff - All 

 Shopper/Food Ordering (Kathy) 

 Cook 

 Host/Server 

 Cleanup (All) 
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Appendix D – Event Planning Gantt Chart 

Chart for catering deliverables 

        
  

28-May-
10 

4-Jun-
10 

11-Jun-
10 

18-Jun-
10 

25-Jun-
10 

26-Jun-
10 

27-Jun-
10 

End of week 0 (Beginning of project)               

  Meet with customer and create event               

End of week 1               

  Budget secure               

  Menu complete               

  Location secure               

  Contract signed               

  Half payment from customer               

End of week 2               

  Menu order list complete               

  Secure cook, server, host, and cleanup 
crew               

  Secure time and meeting place with 
customer               

  Secure guest list count               

  Order menu items               

  Order chairs and tables if needed               
  Order settings, decorations, utensils if 

needed               

  Order equipment, cooking pans, etc               

End of week 3               

  Check on status of week 2 deliverables               
  Follow contingency plan if items 

unavailable               

End of week 4               

  All deliverables for project complete               

Day before event               

  Gather contents of meal               

  Pre-cooking preparation               

  Secure time and meeting place for all staff               

Day of event               

  Delivery of food and equipment to event               

  Payment in full from customer               

  Cooking at event               

  Greeting guests               

  Serving guests               

  Event cleanup               

  Delivery of equipment back to Kudler 
Foods               

  Arrange pickup for all rented materials               
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Appendix E – Sample Menu for $41 per person 

Chicken Piccata 

  Chicken breast $5 per double breast x 200 = $1000 

  Lemon $.50 x 20 lemons = $10.00 

  Capers $5.00 per 10 oz. jar x 2 jars = $10.00 

  Olive Oil $5.00 per 20 oz can = $5.00 

  Salt and Pepper $4.00 per 2-16 oz containers = $8.00 

Rosemary red potatoes 

  Red potatoes $4.00 per 5 lb. bag x 10 bags = $40 

  Rosemary $4.00 per bushel  

Olive oil – already allocated with chicken breast 

Vegetable dish 

  Asparagus – four cases at 500 pieces each $50 = $200 

  Olive oil – already allocated with chicken breast 

  Garlic Salt - $10.00 per 16 oz container = $10.00 

  Asiago cheese - $15.00 per pound x 5 lbs. = $75.00 

Salad 

  Spinach $3.00 per pound x 10 lbs = $30.00 

  Balsamic vinaigrette $5.00 16-oz jars x 2 = $10.00 

  Feta cheese $10.00 per pound x 2 lbs. = $20.00 

  Red onion $5.00 10-lb bag = $5 

Dessert 

  Kudler Foods Exotic Fruit pie - $3.00 each x 200 = $600 
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Coffee and Tea 

  Hawaiian espresso coffee pot = $20.00 

  50 herbal tea bags + purified hot water = $20.00 

  Milk, soy, rice milk and sweeteners = $20.00 

Wine 

  Approximate one bottle of international wine per two people 

  $15.00 x 100 = $1500 

 Total Cost of Food = $3587.00  

 Cost of shipping product = 14% of total = $502 

Total cost for Kudler for this menu = 4090  

Retail for customer is $8200 or approximately $41 per person for 200 people 

 

*Prices can easily change by alterations in the menu. Many clients prefer to have a 

variety of meats, vegetables, and side dishes, along with several varieties of wine. 

Costs are a wide variety and range from $40 per person to above $100 per person 

depending on menu.   
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Appendix F – Labor Breakdown 

Payment of staff for 200 people 

Supervisor – 10 hours planning and preparation, 4 hours party supervision, 2 

hours transportation of materials and cleanup. $20 per hour x 16 hours = $320.  

Cook – 4 hours preparation, 4 hours party cooking, 2 hours transportation of 

materials and cleanup. $20 per hour x 10 hours = $200 

Hosts/Servers – 2 hours preparation, 4 hours party hosting and serving, 2 hours 

transportation of materials and cleanup. $15 per hour x 8 hours = $120 x 2 

hosts/servers = $240 

Total for staff = $760 

Plus 25% bonus = $190 

Total = $950 

Kudler Foods will bill client $1000 for 42 estimated hours of work.  
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Appendix G – Catering Division Financial Forecast – Cash Flow 

Kudler Catering Services

Pro Form Cash Flow Statement

six months

aggressive to 

capacity 9% growth 9% growth 9% growth 9% growth

12/31/2010 12/31/2011 12/31/2012 12/31/2013 12/31/2014 12/31/2015

Kudler's Growth Rate>>>> 1.00 2.00 1.109 1.109 1.109 1.109

Revenue

     Gross Sales 780,000$        1,560,000$   1,730,040$  1,918,614$      2,127,743$     2,359,667$     

     Less: Adjustments 39,000$          78,000$         86,502$        95,931$            106,387$         117,983$         

     Net Sales 741,000$        1,482,000$   1,643,538$  1,822,684$      2,021,356$     2,241,684$     

Cost of Goods Sold:

Add:

     Purchases 300,000$        600,000$       665,400$      737,929$          818,363$         907,564$         

     Freight-In 42,000$          84,000$         93,156$        103,310$          114,571$         127,059$         

Cost of Goods Sold 342,000$        684,000$       758,556$      841,239$          932,934$         1,034,623$     

Gross Profit (Loss) 399,000 798,000 884,982 981,445 1,088,423 1,207,061

Gross Margin 54% 54% 54% 54% 54% 54%

Expenses

Wages 182,400 187,872         193,508        199,313            205,293           211,452           

Bonuses 9,120 10,114           11,217           12,439              13,795             15,299              

Advertising 10,000 20,000           22,180           24,598              27,279             30,252              

Business Contracts 5,000 10,000           11,090           12,299              13,639             15,126              

Total Expenses 206,520 227,986         237,995        248,649            260,006           272,128           

Net Operating Income 192,480 570,014         646,987        732,796            828,417           934,932           

Profit Margin 25.98% 38.46% 39.37% 40.20% 40.98% 41.71%
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